
Results of  the 2010 Jack Files Memorial Contest. 
 
A good response was shown this year to the contest considering the oversight on my part 
to get the publicity and contest information out on time.  Changes continue to be made to 
try and encourage more people to participate and to bring the contest to more of a 
national level and not just a VK4 based contest. It is pleasing to see operators seriously 
contesting but still taking the time to enjoy the contacts and make the new operators to 
contesting feel comfortable. Feedback received was positive so hopefully word will 
spread and we will see even more stations joining in the future. 
 
The results for the Jack Files 2010 are as follows. 
Overall Winner   
 
VK3GB/P  Roy Seabridge  with 10878 Points.  
 
Category winners  
 
VK2  SSB S/O                  VK2VJE            James Ellson                           2720 points 
 
VK3 SSB S/O                   VK3GB/P          Roy Seabridge                       10878 points 
                                                                                                     
VK4 SSB S/O                    VK4QS             Michael Charteris                   5332  points 
 
VK4 ALL MODE S/O      VK4KY            Andy Wood                             1512  points 
 
VK6  SSB S/O                   VK6QM           Gerard Vial                                252  points 
 
VK7 SSB S/O                     VK7VH           Vince Henderson                      7308 points 
 
ZL   SSB S/O                      ZL2AYZ/P      Bill Cousins                              1815 points 
 
Congratulations to the winners and a big thankyou to all who participated and submitted 
logs for the 2010 contest. Certificates will be sent to the winners promptly. 
There were a lot of stations who did not submit a log for 2010. I hope that a few of these 
stations will enter next year. There were a lot of close finishes so to all who sent in logs 
please try again this year and maybe you will be rewarded for your efforts.  
The logging software by VK3AAV is a great freeware product and I would encourage all 
to use this product in the future. Also extra congratulations to the Foundation Licence 
operators who participated.  
A date for the 2011 Jack Files Memorial Contest will be confirmed very shortly. 
 
73s John Spooner Contest Manager 
VK4AJS   Email - vk4ajs@wia.org.au 
 
 


